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Dear Grandchildren: 
In this letter I am going to ask you to sit next to me, and we will think about some things 

of which we do not usually think. First, let us think of the Creation Story, and remember the first 

sentence, “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth’’. We all know about that, but I 

wonder (that is thinking, too) how much we know about the things in the “heaven" mentioned 

there. We know quite a lot about the earthly creation, the dry land and the seas. We know about 

the Plant World: potatoes, carrots, spinach, pansies, roses and the big corn stalks. But did you 

ever wonder about all the plants in the waters of the lakes, seas and oceans? There is a lot of that 

kind of growth under the water, you know. 

Then there is the Animal World of which we know quite a bit. Horses, cows, dogs, cats, rats, 

mice, giraffes and others too numerous to mention. Do you ever think and wonder about some of 

the individual animals and their peculiar qualities? Think of elephants who draw up water in 

their trunks (noses) in order to drink. If we should try that we would drown! 

Then there is the Human World. That is another world all by itself. We are so accustomed to 

all the people that we do not wonder so much about that World. But, my, oh my, what a great 

field of wondering is open to the use of our imagination regarding the wonders in that World. 

But today we are going to think of another world to which we pay so little attention, and 

therefore we miss so very, very much. That is the Spirit World. In this letter we will sit down 

together and think and wonder about the inhabitants of that little known World. I wonder when 

God created all those hundreds and thousands of spirits? We know them as angels. There are 

now two kinds of angels, good and bad. But “in the beginning" they were all created good. Those 

celestial (heavenly) beings were created a little higher in dignity than Adam and Eve. I often 

wonder just what that means; my, it almost makes by head whirl! When I think of the word, 

“being”, I think of another person, but we know there are “beings" other than people. Whereas 

Adam was also made a living soul and had a spirit; he was made with a body that took up space, 

and was solid. Those spirits which we call angels have no solid body and do not take up space. I 

have read books which speak of ghosts and were described as wisps of misty material, and 

sometimes had the vague shape of a person. But ghosts are the imagination of people who do not 

know the Bible. All these are but caricatures (funny pictures) of angels. Angels can come and go 

(distance means nothing to them) in a moment. And the wonder of that is no one can see them 

unless they take on an appearance. There are many instances of that in the Bible, and we will 

mention some of those appearances in my next letter when we think of the good angels. 

Another source of wondering (thinking) is that God created them all good, some of them 

turned against God their Creator. The highest and most powerful, called Satan, led the rebellion 

against God’s rule, and many thousands followed that wicked leader for ever. Because there are 

now two totally different kinds of angels, and there is so much to wonder about both kinds of 

them, you and I will, in this letter, think about the bad fallen angels with Satan as their head. 

Next time, as I hinted, I will ask you to help me think about the good angels with Michael as 

their head, and how God uses them. I promise. 

I wonder why Satan wanted to usurp God’s throne and be king of the Spirit World. I wonder 

if he was not happy in his God-given state of bliss. And don’t you wonder how he was able to 

enlist so many fellow spirits to join him. And right here I introduce to you a real big “wonder". 

Don’t you wonder why God allowed him to exist after that great rebellion? How come God did 

not cast him and his followers into hell at the very next moment? Maybe if we think about that 



puzzle awhile we can come to a satisfactory answer by the time we come to the end of this 

wondering letter. Let’s see. 

I wonder how long Adam and Eve enjoyed that close fellowship with God in that Garden? A 

day? A week? A month? Or possibly a year? You can wonder as much as you want to but we 

cannot know, for the Bible does not tell us. Anyway, you know the story how the Serpent 

tempted Eve to eat of the fruit of the tree that God had told Adam was off limits. That Serpent 

was Satan in the form of a snake. He had to take some form because as a spirit he would not be 

visible to Eve. Imagine (that is still another form of wondering) Eve actually listened to, and 

answered a snake! I wonder if Eve wondered how it was possible for a snake to talk in man’s 

language! And then the snake slyly questioned God’s motive for restricting their diet of fruit by 

showing them that one tree in the center of the Garden was not for them. Satan said, "Sure, God 

said that if you eat of that tree you shall die, but God knows that should you eat of it you shall 

become like God. But I tell you that you will not die, far from it. You and your husband will then 

be able to decide for yourself what is good and what is bad.’’ Whew! I wonder how Eve could 

even listen for a moment to such a bold lie! I wonder why Eve did not refer that Serpent to Adam 

who was the king of that Garden. You see, Eve already sinned when she listened to that slander-

ous statement. She should have called Adam to chase that bad snake out of the Garden! I wonder 

why she didn’t. But she didn’t, and she looked at that fruit, and it did indeed look good to eat; 

then she reached up to the lowest branch, plucked a fruit down, bit into it, and said to the snake, 

“My, that is good!" After having eaten it she took another one along to bring to Adam to taste. 

She said to Adam, “Look, look at this delicious fruit I took off from that Tree in the center of the 

Garden. The Serpent told me all about that Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, he told me that 

if we would eat of that fruit we should be as God, and could decide for ourselves what is good or 

evil like God does. I ate one and it’s super! Try it for yourself. Hurry, we’ll be like God!" I really 

do not know that she said all that, but I imagine that she did. But I wonder why Adam did not 

question her about that conversation she said she had with a snake. I wonder why he did not 

think of the rules that God had told him of when he and God were walking in the Garden in the 

cool of the day. He knew then that God was his Friend! And now he seems to forget all that, and 

listens to his wife say bad things about his Friend. He took the fruit from his wife’s outstretched 

hand, put it to his mouth, and took a bite. 

Looking back at that sorry tale I wonder how soon Eve knew that she was now a fallen 

human being. Did that fruit really taste so much better than all the others? Did she want her 

husband to enjoy the fruit with her? Or did she now want her husband to be a co-worker of evil? 

Did she not want to be the only law breaker? I wonder. I think that as soon as she disobeyed God 

she know she would never be the same again; and that was her reason for giving one to Adam 

that they might share the guilt and punishment for disobeying their Maker. What do you think? 

Many people who do not fully understand the Scriptures very well think that it was not fair of 

God that we should share that punishment with Adam. They think it unfair of God that we are 

under the curse God placed upon Adam. Such wondering is sin. You and I do not wonder about 

that because we know that Adam is our head. If President Reagan should declare war on Russia, 

we, you and I, would be at war with Russia. Our president is the head of the nation and 

represents us in making war. Somewhat like Adam’s headship over us. 

Ever since the temptation of Eve, the devil and his army of demons never give up their goal 

of trying to tempt God’s people to sin. I wonder what satisfaction Satan gets out of that. But we 

needn’t wonder too long about that because Satan wants so desperately to thwart God’s plan of 

salvation. He wants to prevent God from having anyone reach the heavenly glory of the New 



Paradise. Satan’s extreme effort toward that end was when he tempted our Lord three times to do 

what he suggested, even quoting the Old Testament Scriptures to prove that it would be alright to 

God if He would do the simple acts that Satan required. Satan knew that if Jesus would die for 

our sins and thereby pay for them, releasing us from the guilt of sin, then Satan would lose his 

battle against God. But in his blind-hatred of God he did not understand Jesus’ power over the 

demons in the demon-possessed men in Jesus’ day. He showed that He had ultimate power over 

Satan as well. All Jesus said was, "Come out of him’’ and the demons came out! 

Now back to the puzzle we were thinking about in the early part of this letter. Remember, we 

were thinking and wondering why the Holy Ghost did not immediately cast Satan and his hosts 

directly into hell, the place prepared for them to suffer eternal punishment. But I think you can 

realize with me that God’s plan of salvation was to be realized through sin and grace. God did 

not want, methinks, people who were mere robots who could not choose the right and reject the 

wrong. No, He wants people who can always say "no” to the devil and say "yes" to God. You 

remember your catechism lessons which told of The Fall, the sending of God’s Son into our 

human world to take upon Himself our curse upon the Cross; to die and be buried, and to rise 

again for our justification. Oh, it includes all that and many more details. Oh no, Satan could not 

be immediately sent to hell; that must wait till Judgment Day, because he must (though 

unwillingly) serve to execute God’s Counsel. Yes indeed, God rules over all! 

I wonder how much influence the devil and his demons have over us, you and me. I think 

that whenever we sin it is through his tempting us. Temptation is not so bad. Jesus also was 

tempted. No that’s not the trouble. The big trouble comes when we yield to temptation. I can 

remember, long ago when earth was still young - I mean when I was a young boy, that we used 

to sing a song of which the first line was: “Yield not to temptation for yielding is sin”. 

Now after all that thinking and wondering about those members of that sinful spirit world; 

how they are mortal enemies of ours; and how their portion will be the place of torment reserved 

for them; what do you think we should do when we are tempted to sin against any one of the Ten 

Commandments? What about swearing, gossiping, desecration of the Lord’s Day, theft, adultery 

and disobeying our parents and teachers? What do you think? ... I knew you would think that! 

Love Gramps. 

P.S. I can hardly wait to join you in wondering about the good spirits, the angels, and how on 

many occasions God sent them to give direct help and comfort to his people. G. 
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